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The use of macroeconomic models
in economic policy making

The Norwegian experience

Tore Eriksen and Jan Fredrik Qvigstad

Planning in Norway has a long tradition. The use of models is an integral part of
short- and medium-term economic policy administration. A large-scale ittpul-
output model, MODIS IV, is ttsed as the short- and tnediuirt-term forecasting and
planning rnodel. The use of tlte model secures consistency wlten analysing thc
economy. The model is very open in the sense that important interrelations in the
economy are left out. The model contains only ‘good’ relations in the Leif
Johansen sense of the word. Smaller aggregate and more closed versions of the
model are ttsed for analysing policy alternati ves. These models contain both 'good '
and ‘bad’ relations. The use of macroeconomic models is an important aid for
proposals regarding economic policy in the Ministry of Finance. Because the
whole ministry (with expert help fram other tninistries) takes an active part in the
model work, MODIS IV serves as the centralizing inechanism. lt helps to make
economists from many ntinislries go around the same centre, speak the same
‘language’ and organize all relevant information and judgements in a consistent
way. Experience shows that ‘numbers discipline’ attd force the different arguments
on to a higher level of precisiott.
Keytvorrls: Macroeconottttc models; Planning: Norway

This paper describes the models used as an analytical
aid in short- and medium-term economic policy
making itt Norway. The emphasis is on how models
are used inside the administration rather than on the
models themselves. This paper is written by ‘insid-
ers`. A sympathetic ‘outsider’s' view of the Norwe-
gian planning system can be found in Barker [l].

The Norwegian national budget is the official plan
for thc forthcoming year, not only for the public
sector, but also for the economy as a whole.‘ The

'Thc fiscal budget ts presented to Parliament at the same time as
the national budget.
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budget sets out a comprehensive plan for fiscal.
ntonetary, income, industrial and labour market
policies. Targets for econontic policy are presented,
together with assumptions about factors that are
outside government control.

This has been the practice for many years. ln 1945
the Labour Party gained a tnajority in Parliament for
the first time and wanted to put into effect its ideas
for a planned economy. The immediate post-war
period had a mood of optimism, reconstruction and
national utiity and this helped to pave the way for
new ideas. The first national budget was presented
by the government to Parliament in 1947 and was
later supplemented by a four year plan called the
long-term programme. lmportant preæonditions for
the national budgets and long-term ptogrammcs
were

(i) the construction of a system of national
accounts;

(ii) the new economic theory of Keynes, and
Frisch`s ideas about planning;
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(iii) the prevailing political situation.

The national accounts were geared quite early on
towards a system for economic planning under the
direction of Aukrust, who also was influenced by
Frisch, Leontief and Stone. Inputæutput tables
were included in the national accounts from 1949.
By the middle of the l950s operational routines for
the construction of annual national accounts were
well established, and by the end of the 1950s the first
electronic computer was installed. In 1960 the first
input-output model, called “Model of Disaggrcgated
Type‘ (MODIS I), was worked out. This model has
an aggregation level very close to that of the national
EICCOUTIIS.

Keynes' contribution to economic theory and the
implications for economic policy are well known.
Keynes (both personally and his theories) played a
particularly important role in Norway, probably due
to Frisch and his position in Norwegian society.
Letters from Keynes to Frisch were even referred to
in the Norwegian Parliament in 1934.

Frisch talks about the different stages in economic
forecastingz.The first stage is the “on-looker
approach', where the observer tries to guess what
will happen without analysing what ought to be done
to influence the course of affairs. A more advanced
stage is the ‘feasible instrument approach’, where
the analysis takes place within a complete model in
which the degrees of freedom correspond to the
instrument variables and the pure exogenous vari-
ables. With such a model an attempt is made to pick
out the feasible alternatives and to help the author-
ities find out which is the most desirable from their
point of view. The last stage is the “optimalization
approach`, which includes a preference function and
techniques for locating the most preferred solution
among the feasible policy alternatives. Planning in
Norway has never reached the final stage, a stage
which perhaps is unrealistic in real-world policy
making.

In the early post-war period, the Norwegian
economy was governed by a much more widespread
system of rationing and direct controls. The inten-
tion of the national budget was that it should be an
overall plan for the whole economy. This was
reflected in the administrative set-up for the budget-
ary process. The various ministries should make
plans for their respective spheres which the Ministry
of Finance should then coordinate. The national
budget was thus heavily based on contributions from
the other ministries. Today most of the direct
controls, eg for imports and the system of rationing,

:See Frischl5].
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have been abolished. There is more of a market
economy. the private sector being governcd by a
system of taxes and general indirect measures. The
government sector, however, has increased, a sector
which traditionally ‘belongs’ to the Ministry of
Finance. These institutional changes are reflected in
the national budget. The Ministry of Finance is now
the main author, although inputs and contributions
from other ministries are still an important part of
the process.

The notion of planning the economy met fierce
opposition in the first years from the Conservative
Party. However, a consensus has been reached on
the need for a national budget. National budgets
have been presented and the model apparatus has
been used by all governments since the war, both
Labour and non-Labour. The capabilities and loyal»
ties of the civil servants are also recognized. One
must bear in mind that Norwegian society is rather
homogeneous.

Successive versions of MODIS have been de-
signed to make it operational as a tool for the
Ministry of Finance. There has been a two-way
channel of adaptation, the Central Bureau of Statis-
tics being the data supplier and model builder and
the Ministry of Finance being the main user. Today,
MODIS IV is an integrated part of the day-to-day
routine of the economists in the Ministry. This
administrative set-up has its pros and cons.

(i) The producers of the statistics and the model
builders are close, giving positive feedbacks to
national accounting as well as to model build-
ing.

(ii) The models are to some extent built aloof from
the political climate. The models represent a
stable element, and are in practice accepted by
all major political groupings.

(iii) One disadvantage is that the model builders
are not directly confronted with the concrete
policy questions that need to be answered.

A brief description of MODIS IV

MODIS IV is the central model in the national
budgetary process. It is well documented in several
articles and books, the most complete description
being in Bjerkholt and Longva [2]. Only its key
characteristics are summarized here.

MODIS IV may be described as a demand-
oriented model with a detailed input-output core.
The input-output part of the model describes the
technological and cost structures of the economy.
The inputæutput matrices, as well as the rest of the
model, are updated every year.
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‘Pure’ exogenousvariables

, , Exogenous
l- -P Policy variables vmmbles

Figure I. 'Ille national budget process.

“Variablcs exogenous in the model but not in the economy.

In the quantity part of the model there is a
consumption block and an import block. Changes in
import shares, however, are determined exogenous-
ly. Private investments, exports, and government
expenditure are also all given exogenously. In the
price part of the model, prices are either exogenous-
ly determined or determined by costs and mark-up
rates. There are separate direct and indirect tax
models. The input of the tax models is almost as
detailed as the actual tax rules.

A few figures indicate the size of the model. It
contains 122 industrial production sectors and 182
industrial commodities. There are 17 general gov-
ernment production sectors and 10 marketed gov-
ernment services. Altogether, the model has about
2000 exogenous variables. The output from the
model consists of values of about 5000 variables?
The set of output variables can be aggregated in
alternative aggregations. The whole set of input
variables is divided into subsets. For each subset
alternative levels of aggregation can be defined in
advance. In normal use of the model, it is necessary
to supply values for only 400-500 exogenous vari-
ables.

The preliminary version of the annual national
accounts (with input-output tables) for year ifl.
published in March of year t, serves as the database
for the model. The updating of the model is done by
the Central Bureau of Statistics and is usually
finished by the beginning of July. The model is then
ready for the final work of the national budget for
year 1+l. This work takes place in July-September
of year l, although planning economic policy starts
late in year i-I.

The administrative process

The central document describing the government's
economic policy for the forthcoming year is, as
described above, the national budget, presented to

'Even so, requests for yet further disaggregation are noi
infrcquently expressed by Ihc other mini: ries, :ind by the political
leadership in the Ministry of Finance!
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MODIS IV    

  
The general budget --1
ol the mot economy
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tor the money economy

Parliament each October. It is revised in May the
following year in the light of the major wage
settlements (which usually take place at that time)
and other relevant new information, with MODIS
IV playing a central role. The credit market is partly
rcgulated through credit rationing and a system of
state banks. The plan for money and credit policy is
given in the so called `credit budget‘, which is an
important part of the national budget. In making the
credit budget use is made of the KRØSUS model.‘
The input to this model comes partly from MODIS
IV and partly from policy decisions. Figure 1
describes the national budget process.

The Economic Policy Department of the Ministry
of Finance is responsible for the national budget.
Filling out the forms for exogenous variables is done
by economists in this department. Responsibility is
divided according to the behavioural relations in any
standard macroeconomic model. One person is
responsible for private consumption, another for
investment, and so on. Most of the analysis is thus
demand-oriented. There is also, however, direct
information from the production side. Sector and
supply side analyses are also carried out.

Considerable work has been invcsted in making
the model input fit the actual `language` of the
administration. In certain areas where detailed
information is not available, it is necessary to
operate at a rather aggregative level (eg changes in
import shares) whereas iii other areas inpiit is more
detailed (eg tax input). The input is adjusted to the
level and form of the actual information.

Some of the current information is in the form of
quarterly data. Other information is obtainable only
in annual form. A logical extension of the dis-
aggregative philosophy of MODIS IV would be to
have MODIS as basically a quarterly model with the
option of time aggregation according to the actual
form of the information. However, at present this
has to be done outside the model.

Usually the model output is analysed at a level of
aggregation of about 20 industrial sectors. However,

'For a description of this model, see Bank of Norway [3].
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experience is that the cost and production structure
of the industries are quite different, and sometimes
policy recommendationsare made only after study-
ing the results at a lower aggregation level; on
occasion disaggregation matters.

Annual updating of the model has proved to be
useful, especially after the big increase in energy
prices and the emergence of the oil sector in the
Norwegian economy. However, on occasion the
base year may be ‘atypical’ for certain industrics,5 so
that it would have been better in that case to
estimate the parameters in the input-output struc-
ture with a two- or three-year moving average. On
the other hand, that would introduce practical
problems, because simulation of the model would
not reproduce the base year automatically.

In certain areas of the economy it is natural to
think in nominal terms (the credit budget), whereas
elsewhere real terms are more appropriate (produc-
tion). Furthennore. it is sometimes appropriate to
think in terms of levels (balance of payments) while
at other times growth terms are more relevant
(production inipulses). The economists in the de-
partment can choose whichever combination of
nominal/realtermsand level/growthtermsis practic-
al. This point may seem trivial from a theoretical
point of view, but is nevertheless important when a
model is used in the daily routine of an administra-
tion.

As an aid in the final productionof the national
budget, three or four simulations of the model are
usually required. The reasons for this are as follows:

(i) Although policy analysis always starts with the
general guidelines of the governmenfs econo-
mic targets, it is almost invariably .the case that
the policy variablesneed to be analysedfurth-
er.

(ii) There is a continual flow of new information
about the exogenous variables, particularly the
'pure` exogenous variables that are indepen-
dent of the Norwegian economy (eg intema-
tional economic developments) (see Figure 1).

(iii) Analysis of the model results will influence the
judgement of these model exogenous vari-
ables. The successive simula iuii may be
looked upon as an ‘iteration’ process to help to
close the possible range of the model exoge-
nous variables (and the policy variables). The
iterationprocessis shown by the dotted line in
Figure 1. Because of the disaggregated level of
the model output, the model output can be

‘For example, sectors producing big units like oil production
platforms.
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confronted with detailed actual knowledge of
the economy, current indicators, etc. The
model results will also influence the
judgemental overrides to the behavioural
equations(eg the consumptionfunction).

Imports can be taken as an example of the way the
analysis is carried out. Import shares are determined
in two ways. From the demand side it is assumed
that relative import prices are the main determi-
nants. They are, however, also determined from the
productionside, and the ministryanalystswill have
views on production levels based on current indica-
tors, supply-sideanalysisand on direct information
from the Ministryof Industry.MODIS IV helps to
reveal any overdetermination, and thereby forces
consistency(in the system.

Because the whole department (with expert help
from other ministries) takes an active part in the
model work (filling out the forms of exogenous
variables, etc), MODIS IV serves as the central
point of the department in the same way as
INTERLINKdoes in the productionof intemational
forecasts by the Economics and Statistics Depart-
ment of the OECD.° It helps to make the econom-
ists of a large ministry go around the same centre, to
speak the same ‘language’ and to organize all
relevantinformationand-judgementsin a consistent
way. Experience shows that “numbers discipline',
forcing the different at, ments on to a higher level
of precision.

Thus the economic content of MODIS IV is
relatively simple, and judgement is put into the few
behavioural relations there are. In use, MODIS IV
is primarily an advanced accounting system, but as
such it is very useful. It may be better to describe
MODIS IV as a national budget routine, which
ensures that the identities are fulfilled, rather than a
national budget model

The use of support models

The model can be described as open because there
are so many model exogenous variablesf' A number
of support models have been developed during
recent years. One use of these models is to deter-
mine variables which are model exogenous in
MODIS IV. MODIS IV and the support models
make up together what can be termed a model
system. MODIS IV is closed throughthe iteration
process, including a sequence of simulations on the

“SeeLlewellynandSamuelson[7].
7Evcn an ‘open’ model is of course well defined as a system of
equations.
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model system. Thu support models inay for illustra-
tive purposes he dividcd into pre-models and post-
models. Prc-iiiotlels aie small models that arc used
to tlctcrmine the value of the inodel exogenous
variables bcforc a MODIS IV siinulation is carried
out. Thcy are not formally connected to MODIS IV.
and arc used only as one of many tools m the
determination of the exogenous variables. KRØSUS
can he taken as an example of a post-modcl (sec
Figure I). However. because of thc iteratioit pro-
ccss. the distinction between prc-iiiodcls and post-
models may not be very clear. For instancc. KRØ-
SUS may as `st post-niodel anal is of the effects
from the goods market to thc financial markets‘ As a
pre-modcl it may hc used to analyse the cffccts from
the financial markets to the goods market.

The translation from one set of dcfinitioiis to
another. howcvcr. has proved to hc timc-consuming
both in actual use and in the maintcnance of the
models. In general. dcfinitions and solutions are not
consistent bct\vccn MODIS IV and thc support
models.

Within thc administration. as in any Organization.
it is difficult to discuss everything at the samc time.
It is necessary to structure the anal sis. In the
Ministry this is done by separate disc ons on thc
diffcrcnt exogenous variables as thc first stagc. and a
consistency check with thc help of MODIS IV as the
second stage. The third stage is a more detailed
study of the results. The support models are heavily
used at all stagcs. together with more or less
formalizcd methods. This analysis requires so much
work that there is seldom time to work out detailed
alternativesto thc main referencepath. Undcrlying
this reference path are the gtiideliiies for policy.
which of course may iinply a change in present
policy.

 

 

Policy alternatives

Although the bulk of thc work is directcd towards
cstablishing the reference path. there is a continuing
search for policy alternatives. that can on occasion
represent significant dcpartures from thc rcfcrcncc
path. The need for analysing changes in policy may
emergc suddenly, for example because of a change
in government, unexpccted developments concern-
ing wagc settlemcnts or an oil price rise. For minor
changes. it is possible to use ready reckoiicrs or
impact tables. These tables, produced annually. give
detailed results for the endogeiious variables of
changes in specific exogenous variables. Thcy can
save a lot of time. In the case of. for example. a
devaluation. complete analysis with the help of
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MODIS IV and KRØSUS would take too long:
especially bccausc of the openness of the models.
several model simulations would be required. Oii
the other hand. on occasion thc use of impact tables
will often be too rough.

The purpose of such policy analysis should he to
elabor-.ttc. though not ncccs.. ily in full detail. an
alternative to a well established reference path.
When clioosing bctwcen the reference and alterna-
tive paths. the politiciaiis usually ask for some key
variables such as employment. inflatitiit. balance of
payments, real incomes. etc. This is less detailed
information than is required in thc national budget.
but more advanced information than what can be
obtaiticd by impact tables. Some of the stipport
models to MODIS IV arc designed for this type of
analysis. FINMOD is takcn here as ati example. The
model is designed especially to analyse on an
aggregate level changes in fiscal policy. and changes
in the exchange ratc.

FINMOD includes an aggregate version of
MODIS. lt has only four production scctors. and is a
much iiiorc closed modcl than MODIS IV. Some of
the standard chains of rcasoning that arc normally
used bctwcen the modcl simttlatiotis of MODIS IV
have hceti used to 'closc` thc model. Thus much
more behaviour is modclled in FINMOD than in
MODIS IV.

To illustrate the use of FINMOD. a brief descrip-
tion is presented. Export and import market shares
in FINMOD arc determined as functions of relative
diffcrcnccs between Norwegian and world market
prices. Wagcs are dctcrinincd iii an cxtcndcd Phil-
lips curvc equation, including also tax parameters,
consumcr price expectations and extcrnal competi-
tivencss of thc Norwegian economy. Productivity
and labour supply arc also cndogenous. FINMOD is
a demand-oricntcd model. almost as much as
MODIS IV. It can hc rcgardcd as an aggregate
version of the MODIS IV iteration process.

Even if FINMOD is a closed modcl compared
with MODIS IV, it is still a partial modcl in so far as
the supply side and the money and credit markets
arc not modelled." Repercussions from the financial
markets and supply side analysis inust be taken care
of outside the modcl. However. if thc purpose is to
constrttct a new reference path. thc money and
credit market implications cvcntually will be thor-
oughly analysed by the KRØSUS inodcl in thc
MODIS IV process.

‘N 'ither is thc dctailcd checking of thc model iesiilts i' thc ciirrcnt
tndicators. nor the ccononitsls' `Ftngcrspitl (iefuhl` for actual
numbers modelled. These clcinents arc very important in thc
MODIS I\' process.
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As far as possible, estimated parameters arc used
in FlNM()D. However, for key parameters in
FINMOD. well establishedeconometric work either
does not exist, or it is not possibleto determine tlie
parameters with significant confidence. For inst-
ance. in the import share functions. relative prices
andimportshareshavemovcdmore or lessin the
same direction over the last 20 years. lt is, accor-
dingly, difficult to distinguish between trend and
price clasticity effects. In the wage equation it is
difficult to establish the values of the parameters
whichgivetheeffectofchangesinindirectanddirect
taxes. Therefore, when modelling some of the
behavioural cquations, it is necessaryto go beyond
the econometrics. Some important parameters are
determined by judgement. not by estimation. The
economic policy makers have to make decisions.
The use of models is one way of making the
assumptionsexplicit. 'Formalizing judgement‘ is not
ideal but it does have advantages:

(i) lt increasesthe need for being explicit in the
analysis.

(ii) lt is one way of accumulating knowledge. lt is
not necessaryto start from scratcheach time a
specific problem arises, and it serves to docu-
ment the standard reasoning and to give
continuity to the knowledge. This is important
since labour is a mobile factor, even in the
government sector.

(iii) The need for econometric work is made
explicit. The model can be regarded as a
“shoppinglist' for research projects from the
Ministry.
Consistciicy of the parameters is ensurcd
across the different problems that are raised.
The elasticity of the labour supply. for exam-
ple. cannot easily be varied to give pleasant
answers to specific problems!

(iv

There is, however, a danger of the results being
given too much weight because they are generated
by a `model`. Usually. analystsin the Ministry try to
avoid this problem by always giving the results
specified as intervals. depending on one or two of
the central judgemental parameters.

When usingFINMOD, the first step is to generate
a reference path which is identical to the MODIS lV
reference path. However, even if the same cxoge-
nousvaluesare used, FINMOD and MODlS lV will
in general not generate the same reference paths,
because:

(i) FINMOD is a much more aggregative model
(ie aggregation matters).

(ii) The behavioural cquations that are explicitly

lO

modelled in FINMOD may differ from the
implicit cquations (through the iteratioii pro-
cess) in MODlS lV.

Even though. in principle. these (implicit and
explicit)relationsshouldbe identical.the MODlS
lV processdoes, to a greater extent, make use of
actual detailed knowledge. In FINMOD. therefore.
add-factors are determined so that FINMOD repro-
duccs exactly the MODlS lV reference path. The
add-factorscanbethoughtof asstochasticvariables
with expected values that equal zero. After coordi-
nating the FINMOD and MODlS IV models, they
may have values that differ from zero. A disaggre-
gatedmodelsuchas MODIS IV incorporatesin-
formation which. in an aggregativemodel. isput into
theadd-factors."

Another aggregate version of MODlS lV. called
MODAG. has recently been built. This model has
approximately30 productionsectorsaggregatcd
from MODIS IV by the principle of strict hierarchy.
Because of its smaller size, it was possible to
programthe modelin the intcractivedatasystem
TROLL. Routines have been developed that auto-
matically transfotm MODIS IV output to MODAG
input.Routineshavealsobeendevelopedsothat
updatingMODIS IV and MODAG is almostthe
same job. The MODAG model has also been
extended ~ more closed, experimental versions of
the model have been built. There is now a MODAG
system which includes many of the `old` support
models.

Accordingly. the options now are MODIS IV
as the dissaggregated open budget model. and
MODAG asthe more aggregatedmodel systemwith
flexibility in the degree of openness, suitable for
analysis of the policy alternatives. The FINMOD
model is incorporated as the most closed MODAG
variant. MODIS IV, however, will probably survive.
MODAG is at present thought of as too aggregated
to be usedasthe main tool in the budgeting routine.

Some general problems in model building
and use of models

A general problem in model building is what
variable to treat as exogenous. and what to try to
explain endogenously. The answer depends much
upontheuseof themodelandtheviewpointof the
model user. From what may in Ragnar Frisch`s
schemebe tcrmed as an on-looker approach, it may

"A descriptionof FINMOD is given in Ovigstad [9] and The
RoyalNorwegianMinistryof Financell()l. A moredetailed
description is given (in Norwegian) in Eriksen. Ovigstad and
Rødseth[4].
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scciii natural to explain as much as possible withiii
the model. For models designed for policy making.
which clcarly is the case for the Norwcgiati national
budget iiiodcl MODlS lV, the case may be some-
whatdifferent.

Advances in ccoiioiiiic theory and iii contputing
methods have made it possibleto extcnd thc sctsof
endogenousvariables in planning models. and clear-
ly this has been thc trend. According to Professor
l,cif Johansen, tcndencics in the economic environ-

mcnt may be sonievvhatcontradiciory to this (Johan-
sen [6l):

(i) the growth of the public sector:

(ii) the increasing rolc of organizations and large
corporations;

(iii) the increasinginfluence of international cotidi-
lions (applying to national models and in
particular to sniall countries).

Johansenalsoexpiesscsa more general view on how
to design model systems:equations cxpiainiitg eco-
noiiiic behaviour should be ranked accordingto thcii
‘goodness’. Models and procedures of using models
should be carefully arranged so as to discriininatc
between good and bad relations. as the weakncsscs
of the latterwill affectthe outcomeof the whole
application of tlie model. which might hc a non-
efficient use of information and model systems.

This is reflectcd in some sensein the Norwegian
niodcl system. The core of the system. MODIS IV.
contains a detailed national accounting framework
with few and mainly non-controversial behavioural
and tcchnologicalrelationships.The lessreliable and
moic experimental cquations are organized in the
system of support models. Which support models
slioiild be used, and which versions, may vary
according to the purpose of the simulations; ie
short-term v medium-term analysis.purc forecasting
i' policy analysis, and so on.

Concluding remarks

If the Norwegian system of models is regarded as
one big inodel. then this model is in principle not
very different froni other large macro models. They
are all large. closed and disaggregatedinput4tutput
models. The uniqucness of the Norwegian system
perhaps lies in:

(i) The way thc models are integmlcd fn the
udniinislraiioii. The models are not on the
sideline operated by a group of technicians;
they are considereduseful in the daily routines
of the whole Ministry. This special feature can
perhapsexplain the strongposition the nation-
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al budget and economic planning enjoys iii thc
Norwegian society.

(ii) The l’(’f_\'dtmggregatedapproach, with annual
updating of the model base including thc
input-output matrices. The reason for this is
probably the close link between the model
btiilders and the national accountsstalisticitiiis.
Pcihaps the iiihcritancc of Ragnar l-'risch is
another reason; he never did anything on a
small scale!

The strong side of `the big Norwegian mndel` is its
uscfulncsswhen working out what. in this paper. has
bccn called the reference path. The weak side hasso
far been the analysis of policy altcrnaiivcs. Such
aualyscshave often been done ml Iioc. The tlcvcliip-
ment ofsupport models has improved this branch of
tlie work.

Sonic of the basic questions in macrocconomic
modelling are not easy to answer. including:

(i) the optimal level of aggregation;
(ii) how open/closed tlie model should he. ie how

much should be left to add-factors antl cxogc-
nous variables endogenized through an item-
tton process:

(iii) how to treat 'judgemenf when using the
niodel.

This paper has tricd to give some of thc Norwcgiaii
experiencesconcerningthesequestions.The prcsciit
system operates at fairly low cost. Nevcrthclcss. if
we wcic to start the whole model-building process
afresh. perhaps we would choose less
disaggregzitionm The investment has bccn stibstan-
tial. lt woitld also have been easier to implcniciit
MODlS IV in one of the intcractive program
packagesalreadyon the market." In decidinghow
to close thc model. it seems appropriate lo take a
very pragmatic view. Mitch dependson the adminis-
trative set-up. But no matter how closed and
disaggregatcdthe model. there will iihvaysbc a need
for judgement either in the form of ridd-factors. by
manipulating parameters. or by varying thc exoge-
nousvariables in different simulations. lt isessential
to make cxplicit what is `judgement` and what is 'thc
model’.

When decidingupon the type of model thai should
be developed. there is always the choice bctivccn
economic complexity and administrative simplicity.

"'l`lic MODlS systemhasbeencxpurtedto Portugal:indJantaiczi.
These models are much more :iggrcgaiite than thc Niitwt-gnin
MODlS [V This is pttrtly due to thc less dcvcltipcil national
accountsin thesecountries.
"MODIS IV is programniedin DATSY. a data language
c\pcctally designedfor this purpose.
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We have argued that from an administrative point of
view, il is often prcferahle to have a simple model as
the national budget routine for short-term planning,
a model

(i) which can be partitioned into separate hlocks
and \vhere sintultaneity is kept to a minimum;

(ii) where thc relations contain a minimum of lags.

This is because it is often necessary for a group to
'think aloud‘. Our experience is that the bigger the
group. the simpler is the model that is appropriate.
lt should also be possible to explain the results to
nomeconomists without too big a pedagogical effort.
Of course, these crilcria cannot be adopted without
sacrifices. For example. when having to choose
hetwcen two alternative formulations of the con-
sumption function. one with and the other without a
lag, the one with lag was marginally better according
to the econometric criteria. But after a couple of
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